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a b s t r a c t

In this study, a novel experimental method by using the short-time microgravity condition created by the
drop tower facility is proposed to investigate the dependence of dynamic contact angle on both the veloc-
ity and acceleration of contact line. The values of the dynamic contact angle with respect to different
velocity and acceleration of contact line were determined under some different parameters. Our exper-
imental results show that the dynamic contact angle depends not only on the velocity of the contact line
but also its acceleration.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The problems on contact line’s motion and dynamic contact an-
gle have received significant interest and attention due to many
natural and industrial processes involving the flow of fluid over
the solid, such as a raindrop hitting a windowpane and wetting
films [1,2]. The influence of dynamic contact angle on the related
dynamic wetting, such as the case of a droplet impacting a solid
surface, have been extensively studied up to date [3,4]. And the dy-
namic contact angle is a determinant factor for the forces on inter-
face and the behavior of fluid motion [5] in microgravity.

The value of dynamic contact angle is commonly thought to be
related with the Capillary number Ca(=lv/r) and the static contact
angle [6,7]. Therefore, the contact line velocity, viscosity and sur-
face tension [6–8] are all important parameters that influence
the dynamic contact angle. For the influence of moving contact
line, only velocity v was taken into account in most studies [6,7].
However, there possibly exists acceleration of the moving contact
line for the fluid flow. Theoretical studies of contact angle in un-
steady flow have implied that the acceleration is also a parameter
correlative to the dynamic contact angle [9]. Unfortunately, due to
ll rights reserved.
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the lack of more experimental studies on the dependence of dy-
namic contact angle on the acceleration of the contact line, the
experimental formulas without acceleration [7] were still applied
in discussions of flow relevant to dynamic contact angle no matter
whether the acceleration exists or not [5,10]. Therefore, it is worth-
while to specially investigate whether and how both the velocity
and acceleration of the moving contact line affect the dynamic con-
tact angle.

In the present paper, we first propose a novel experimental
method for measuring the dynamic contact angle under micro-
gravity condition using drop tower. Utilizing this method, the dy-
namic contact angle with respect to different velocity and
acceleration is studied experimentally.

2. Description of the measurement

Upon entering microgravity status, capillary forces govern the
flow and the reorientation of the free surface towards the new
equilibrium position often occurs, going with the contact line mo-
tion. In this study, we will use such capillary flow in microgravity
to study the dynamic contact angle in interior corners, which is
more universal than circular ones that can be thought of as with
interior angle 180�. According to the theory by Concus and Finn
[11], only when static contact angle hs > 90� � a can an equilibrium
configuration exist in the interior angle 2a (as shown in Fig. 1) un-
der microgravity condition. Therefore, the parameters in this study
are chosen to satisfy this condition (which will be described in next
section) to utilize the interface movement from the equilibrium in
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Nomenclature

a contact line acceleration, mm s�2

d the face widths of the test tubes, cm
Ca capillary number
h tip location, mm
h0 the initial liquid height in tubes, mm
t microgravity time, s
v contact line velocity, mm s�1

V0 initial liquid volume in quadrate container, m3

Greek symbols

l dynamic viscosity, N s m�2

r surface tension, N m�1

a half of interior angle of the container, �
h contact angle, �
hs equilibrium (static) contact angle, �
hd dynamic contact angle, �
u the angle of the contact line with the edges of the con-

tainers, �

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of geometrical lines in an interior corner.

Fig. 2. The tip location (height) h (mm) as a function of microgravity time t (s): (a)
for different initial liquid volume (V0) in quadrate container, (b) for different tube
size (d) and initial liquid height (h0) in quadrate tubes. Test liquid: Eth/H2O 30/70
(%vol.). The lines show the duration when the flow is in constant velocity.
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normal gravity to that in microgravity to study the dynamic con-
tact angle.

Fig. 1 schematically shows the condition that the corner is par-
tially filled by fluid with contact angle h. In this figure, the two
sides ABC and ABC0 form an interior angle CBC0 = 2a, and
CBD = C0BD = a. The lines AC and AC0 are the tangent lines of the
contact lines on the two sides, so that the angles BAC = BAC0 = u,
which can be measured directly from experiments.

By point D we draw a straight line DE, perpendicular to BC and
intercept BC at E. It can be seen that DE is perpendicular to the sur-
face ABC, so that DE is also perpendicular to line AC. By point E we
draw a straight line EF, perpendicular to AC and intercept AC at F.
Since AC is perpendicular to EF and DE, it is perpendicular to the
surface DEF so that DF is also perpendicular to AC. Therefore, the
value of the angle DFE will be equal to the contact angle h.
From Fig. 1, we can get FE = CE � cos(u) and DE = CE � ctan(a),
so that tan(DFE) = DE/FE = ctan(a)/cos(u) = sec(u)/tan(a). There-
fore, by geometry analysis, the relationship of the contact angle
can be determined by:

tanðhÞ ¼ secðuÞ= tanðaÞ ð1Þ

where h, u and a are the contact angle, the measured angle of the
contact line with edge and half angle of the interior corner, respec-
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tively. Using this formula, the dynamic contact angle at the interior
corner can be evaluated from a and measured u.
3. Experimental

The experiments were conducted in Beijing drop tower. This
facility provides 3.6 s of free fall with g-residual estimated at
10�5g0. The test liquid is aqueous ethanol mixture: Eth/H2O
30/70 (%vol.). The density, surface tension and kinematic viscosity
of the test liquid are 937 kg m�3, 0.0364 N m�1 and 1.83 cSt,
respectively [12]. The equilibrium contact angle hs for Eth/H20
30/70% on PMMA is 54�, which was measured by Optical Contact
Angle Measuring Device (OCA20) with the SCA-software. In exper-
iments, the capillary flow processed in two kinds of systems: quad-
rate container (container having quadrate cross section with initial
liquid volume V0) and quadrate tube immersed in liquid (the side
of quadrate tubes is d, and the initial liquid height in tubes is h0).
The cells are all made of solid PMMA [poly(methyl methacrylate)].
The value of hs = 54� > 45� = (90� � a) ensures that the condition
described in the above section is satisfied. During drop tower
experiments, the capillary flow on one side of the container/tube
was directly monitored by CCD camera WAT-660D(CCIR) with pix-
els 537 (H) � 597 (V) and recording update rate 25 frame/s and re-
corded. The detailed information about the experimental setup and
the procedure can be seen from our previous studies [12,13], since
they are almost the same except for the containers/tubes. From the
captured images of one side [12] such as side ABC0 schematically
shown in Fig. 1, u can be measured manually from line AC0 and
edge AB. The dynamic contact angle at different velocity and accel-
eration can then be evaluated from Eq. (1).
4. Results and discussion

From the recorded figures, the tip location h at different time t
can be determined, the detail of which can be seen from our previ-
ous studies [12,13]. The results of h vs. t are shown in Fig. 2, in
which the parameters for quadrate containers and quadrate tubes
are given. Fig. 2(a) shows that larger liquid volume (V0) corre-
sponds to higher velocity in quadrate container, which is in accor-
dance with Ref. [12]. For quadrate tubes, the tube sizes (d) and
initial liquid heights (h0) affect the velocity of tips as shown in
Fig. 3. Experimental results for the dependence of the dynamic contact angle on the
contact line velocity without acceleration. The values of the velocities are
determined from Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(b), which is compatible with the results for circular tubes
[5,13]. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows that the velocity is constant (h � t)
during some microgravity time range for the cells used in this
study, which is similar to the capillary flow in circular tubes [5].
Therefore, our experiments can study the dynamic contact angle
with constant velocities (no acceleration) in microgravity. Since
the mechanisms for the capillary flow in container and tubes are
different, the velocity ranges for the two kinds of cells are different.
For tubes, there is pressure difference between the fluid inside and
outside the tube, which results in a higher velocity than the
containers.

The velocity dependence of the dynamic contact angle is shown
in Fig. 3. The velocity range varies from 0.25 to 0.77 mm/s (in quad-
rate containers with size of 3.5 cm � 4.5 cm) and from 6.5 to
22.5 mm/s (in quadrate tubes). The corresponding capillary num-
ber Ca varies from 1.2 � 10�5 to 3.6 � 10�5 and from 31 � 10�5

to 106 � 10�5. Fig. 3 shows that at low velocities of contact line
the dynamic contact angle increases rapidly with the velocity,
whereas at high velocities the dynamic contact angle approaches
a constant value and presents a plateau over a range of velocities.
The changing tendency of the dynamic contact angle with the con-
tact line velocity is consistent with the experimental results on the
ground [3,14].

For the time duration when the velocity is not constant, the cor-
responding velocity and the acceleration of the tip location of the
Fig. 4. (a) Typical experimental results for dynamic contact angle as a function of
contact line velocity v and acceleration a using quadrate container. (b) 3D color map
surface.



Fig. 5. (a) Typical experimental results for dynamic contact angle as a function of
contact line velocity v and acceleration a using quadrate tubes with d = 20 mm. (b)
3D color map surface.
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meniscus in corner can be achieved from Dh/Dt and D(Dh/Dt)/Dt.
By measuring u, the dynamic contact angle can be calculated
according to Eq. (1). So the dynamic contact angles for different
velocities and accelerations can be acquired, as shown in Figs. 4
and 5. In Fig. 4 the velocity ranges from 0.025 to 0.77 mm/s and
the acceleration ranges from �0.425 to 0.8 mm/s2, while in Fig. 5
the velocity ranges from 0.5 to 13.7 mm/s and the acceleration
ranges from 0 to 62.5 mm/s2. Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) correspond to
the data of contact angle using quadrate container and quadrate
tubes, respectively. And the corresponding 3D color map surfaces
obtained using a Renka–Cline interpolation are shown in Figs.
4(b) and 5(b), respectively. These figures display a changing ten-
dency that the dynamic contact angle increases with the increase
of the velocity (see through the axis of velocity) and acceleration
(see through the axis of acceleration) of the contact line.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we present a new approach to study the depen-
dence of dynamic contact angle on contact line movement in
microgravity by utilizing the liquid flow in interior corner. In this
method, the velocity and acceleration of the contact lines can be
easily adjusted by changing corresponding parameters and there-
fore it is particularly suitable for short duration microgravity
experiments. By means of this new experimental approach, we
measured the dynamic contact angle with respect to different con-
tact line velocities and accelerations under microgravity condition.
The experimental results presented in this paper show that not
only the contact line velocity but also its acceleration have effect
on the dynamic contact angle. Especially, the dynamic contact an-
gle is larger for larger acceleration of the contact line.
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